
15085: "a month inhaling with some bad air while exploring brussels and later 

back to the pure dutch countryside inhaling only at times bad air mounting the 

living room door and plastering the wall where the old door used to stand and 

breathing bad air reaching utrecht by bike but then going back to sweden finding 

very clean fresh air in uppsala taking extensive walks but then also inhaling the 

bad stockholm air particularly sleeping in a dormitory next to a busy street and 

finally returning to the netherlands only working in my study breathing fine air"

02143: "a good month with relatively good amount of dreams sleeping mostly in our 

dutch house having some nightmares mostly related to our new cat but also getting 

a good night sleep and many dreams while in uppsala waiting to meet august and 

getting quite influenced about him and going to swimming pool together but also 

feeling affected by a film watched with him and a murderer series watched with 

myrthe at alst also dreaming extensively about my mountain place and the people 

there"

07054: "painting executed enjoying the time in my study and enjoying standing up 

from my desk after too much computer work and still maintaining a large spot of 

red and a nice yellow line cutting across the paint now keeping surfaces very 

simple with many of my colors coming to an end"

12115: "a month again following quite carefully the news with constant internet and 

tv access in myrthe's place and hear watching a tremendous hurricane hitting haiti 

and then florida but also following all the raging battles in the middle east 

now feeling like coming to an end with aleppo and mosul being besieged"

07055: "painting executed during a quite time in my culemborg study in between 

many trips ahead and being quite satisfied about the colors and the creation of 

two circular cuts on the blue liquid shape bringing yellow and red forward"

10081: "people initially met during a nice birthday party of myrthe out of her 

old utrecht apartment getting to know their art historian background and then 

getting to know one of my students leaving for ventral america as a volunteer and 

a transvestite boyscout leader during a summer retreat in a small island with my 

son and finally coming back to the netherland meeting one of myrthe's drug addict 

friends at a festival and visiting danielle in her breda apartment to get to know 

better her art work"

08064: "fable inspired by a huge snake saw with august while walking down my barn 

to the village and getting to know that it is not harmful and later reading that it 

has been used as a logo by doctors and basing my story on these facts inventing 

this fable with my mind in the mountain village"

04085: "a quite happy month spent in holland plastering the walls and feeling 

energetic beside the time spent reviewing my thesis loosing quite some energy but 

also feeling happy in sweden leaving in hostels and walking a lot and having a



good time with august in uppsala and getting also a lot of energy from my upcoming 

trip to india with davide"

01154: "a month with quite some seating to finalize my doctorate thesis but 

nonetheless managing to do some work in culemborg plastering in several occasion 

the living room walls and also spending a week in sweden this time living in a 

rented room and a dormitory but still managing to do some activities"

16099:  "experiencing  gray  days  in  stockholm  but  also  a  sunny  autumn  day  in 

uppsala walking to meet august in ramsta and then experiencing a mild weather in 

the netherlands with only one single day of rain and mostly cloudy but with some 

beautiful and warm days towards the end going at last around in t-shirt despite 

the late season"

05098: "walking extensively while in uppsala visiting the places i used to go to 

with little august and finally also walking more than twenty kilometers to see him 

shortly after school in his grandparents' forest and walking also in stockholm 

alone and with jacek sleeping in a dormitory in the city center but walking quite 

little back in holland despite one day crossing a nice desert to visit a radio 

building and taking minor walks in culemborg mostly with myrthe going down the 

river and otherwise taking minor walks in towns reached by car or by bike"

18095: "experiencing wind first in uppsala walking many kilometers on the old 

railroad  to  meet  my  son  in  his  grandparents'  countryside  place  and  then 

experiencing relatively little wind while in the netherlands if not for a day 

spent in den haag getting much wind walking among the skyscrapers"

13116: "filming of public spaces mostly taking space while in brussels exploring 

both alone and later with my girlfriend and father to then move to the netherlands 

and film the beautiful landscape next to our house but also in amsterdam to later 

move to sweden and walking extensively filming in uppsala revisiting the places i 

used to go to with little august"

07056: "painting executed in my culemborg study still enjoying taking breaks from 

seating and maintaining quite much the appearance of the previous painting also 

introducing a triangle together with the usual circle making almost like a facial 

symmetry and keeping up both the red and the black"

07057: "hastening to do the last painting before my journey to india having no 

possibility  to  do  more  painting  for  several  months  and  there  now  exploring 

different  geometrical  shapes  putting  a  large  black  triangle  in  the  back  and 

cutting the blue liquid connecting all my paintings with a square"

12117: "news followed regularly while in holland checking both the internet and 

television but also an app on my phone and reading about both the war in syria and 

its many casualties but also minor casualties in western countries and several



hundred immigrants drawning in the mediterranean"




